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Common Rule Infractions Resulting in DQ’s 

With the 38th National Masters Swimming Championships to be held at SOPAC in Sydney 

fast approaching it is timely to remind competitors of the two rules that resulted in the majority 

of infringements at last years nationals.   

Firstly, ‘Starting before the starting signal’, as per swimming rule SW4.4M, is still a common 

infraction and is one that catches out even experienced competitors. The rule states;                                                                                 
‘SW 4.4M - Any swimmer starting before the starting signal has been given, shall be disqualified. If the 

starting signal sounds before the disqualification is declared, the race shall continue and the swimmer 

or swimmers who started before the starting signal shall be disqualified upon completion of the race. If 

the disqualification is declared before the starting signal, the signal shall not be given, but the 

remaining swimmers shall be stood up and be started again.                                                  

Clarification: Starting before the starting signal must be an actual forward starting motion. 

This is to allow for the unsteadiness of some swimmers.’ 

An understanding of rule SW 4.1M is also necessary as this determines the Starters actions.  
‘SW 4.1M - ........When all swimmers have assumed their starting positions the Starter shall give the 

command "Take your marks". When all swimmers are stationary, the Starter shall give the starting 

signal.’ 

 

The starter has to wait until all competitors are steady before giving the start signal. It is the swimmers 

in the heat who will determine the ‘speed’ with which the starter gives the starting signal, depending on 

how quickly everyone is in position and steady. Don’t try to anticipate the start. There will be 

varying intervals between the starter’s command, ‘Take your marks’, and when the starting signal is 

given. 

 

Any forward motion by a swimmer after the command ‘Take your marks’ has been given, other than 

what is an obvious attempt to assume their starting position, could be deemed an infraction of the rule 

and result in disqualification. 

 

Secondly, the execution of the butterfly kick during the pull out whilst submerged at the start 

and after each turn in Breaststroke, as per swimming rule SW 7.1  is still not being done in 

accordance with the rule by some competitors. The rule states; 

‘SW 7.1 - After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke completely 

back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. A single butterfly kick is 

permitted during the first arm stroke, followed by a breaststroke kick. 

Clarification: The feet may break the surface when executing the single butterfly kick at the 

start and turns.’ 

 

The timing of the single butterfly kick in this action is critical. The butterfly kick must be 

executed during the first arm stroke, not before the arm stroke has commenced or after the arm 

stroke has finished. A butterfly kick is not part of the breaststroke cycle and is only permitted 

by the swimmer in the instances when they are pulling their arms back to their legs whilst 

submerged after the start and each turn. 

 

Don’t disqualify yourself by not fully understanding the rules or not executing the strokes/turns 

in accordance with the rules. 


